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ABSTRACT
Research on actuated interfaces has shown that people re-
spond in certain socialized ways to interfaces that exhibit au-
tonomous behaviours. We wished to explore the elements
of design that drive people to regard an autonomous, in-
teractive system as a social agent. To explore perceptions
of autonomous behaviour in interfaces we created Diri - an
autonomous helium balloon, used to document activity in
spaces. We implemented two different technological sophis-
tications of Diri, to compare the outcomes of our design de-
cisions. We present our design process, technical details and
evaluation workshops, concluding with implications for de-
signing for autonomous behaviour in interfaces.
INTRODUCTION
As the sophistication of ubiquitous computing technologies
increases, with advances in processing power and decreases
in size [11] users are being confronted with increasingly intel-
ligent interfaces embedded in everyday devices. This raises
an interesting challenge to consider how people might per-
ceive and respond to technologies that demonstrate such ad-
vanced functionality. Intelligent technologies have been of
interest to the Ubicomp/HCI communities for a significant
length of time (as evidenced by the existence of entire con-
ferences such as IUI [15]). Accordingly, researchers have co-
alesced around a set of common understandings as to what
constitutes intelligence in technology. Computers or other
devices can be considered as ‘smart’ when they are able to
connect to each other and exchange information [9]. Intelli-
gent technology also includes devices that are able to sense
the environment, be context-aware, are able to be trained or
learn, and be adaptive or even proactive [23].
Arguably, autonomy plays a significant role in this con-
text; a system can only be truly intelligent if it fulfills the
above-mentioned functions by itself and without major hu-
man guidance. In this paper we try to further unpack what
autonomous behaviour in interfaces might actually mean for
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human-computer interaction and how it is experienced by
people [25]. People’s relationships to actuated objects have
always been exceptional in comparison to inanimate objects,
it has been demonstrated that we find autonomous machines
‘fascinating’ and ‘engaging’ [32]. We also feel quite comfort-
able in describing mechanical processes in terms of social be-
haviour and reasoning that such technology has an intention
and motivations [3]. Research has even shown that humans
will display complex social behaviour such as politeness and
empathy towards technology [34].
There is much to explore about the design decisions that drive
people to regard an autonomous, interactive system as a so-
cial agent and lead them to react in certain socialized ways.
In particular, considering how autonomous behaviours in in-
teractive technologies might promote certain kinds of social
reactions in users. Understanding this would allow us to ques-
tion whether autonomous behaviour in interfaces might be
used as a resource for design to engage and promote specific
user actions, perceptions and responses.
Within the remit of our enquiry we are particularly inter-
ested in Tangible Autonomous Interfaces (TAIs) [27], a class
of interactive artefacts that sits somewhere between a Tan-
gible User Interface (TUI) and a full robot (in essence they
are ‘smart’ TUIs). These technologies are of relevance be-
cause of both their ready potential as interfaces and their po-
tential for demonstrating autonomy. This work aims to exam-
ine ‘interactive intelligence’ [6] in new technologies using a
practice-based approach, to explore how designed behaviours
give rise to perceptions of autonomy. In doing this, we aim
Figure 1. Diri #1 and Diri #2 (from the term Dirigibles, i.e. airships) -
the autonomous helium balloons.
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to discover interesting aspects of human-machine interaction
and elaborate upon some directions that are relevant for au-
tonomous interface design. We also identify the challenges
that arise in this field of work and finally, we evaluate extant
frameworks for designing TAIs [27].
To capture and comprehend perceptions of autonomy and em-
brace human social responses, we designed, developed and
deployed actuated helium balloons with attached electronics
that fly autonomously, supporting high-res cameras to take
pictures or collect video footage (see Figure 1). The pur-
pose of these devices is simply to document the space (which
might serve a variety of potential user functions). We were
speculating around how perceptions of a camera interface
change as soon as it is actuated. In an age made remarkable
by the rise of unmanned aerial vehicles for military use, could
flying objects also be designed to become our companions?
As research through design [20], which builds on the premise
of creating artifacts through a process of disciplined imagina-
tion, our aim was to create actuated, autonomous interfaces,
which give users the impression that they have intentions and
motivations and therefore become a social presence in the
room. To be able to compare different design decisions we
implemented two balloons, which differed in their designed
behaviours. To evaluate people’s perceptions of the balloons
we ran five workshops, which consisted of a series of creativ-
ity tasks to be performed by participants, whilst two balloons
flew around the room. After the tasks, participants were asked
to complete some observations about the balloons’ behaviour.
Following the workshops, we conducted further one-on-one
interviews with ten participants to gather more in-depth feed-
back and further explore their responses to the observation
questions. Specifically our interest lies in how different de-
sign decisions influenced people’s perceptions of the ‘intelli-
gence’ of the balloons.
The existence of commercially available products demon-
strates the interest in this class of flying technology and high-
lights the timely need to understand their user issues. Our
study represents the first attempt to qualitatively understand
user responses to such devices, and specifically autonomous
implementations for workplaces. Whilst we don’t assume to
be definitive, we hope it will inspire other researchers to fur-
ther map out the design challenges of creating tangible au-
tonomous interfaces.
This paper delivers three contributions to the Ubicomp com-
munity. 1) We present the design and development of a low-
tech, interactive flying interface for domestic or office use.
2) We present a first case study evaluating the design frame-
work for Tangible Autonomous Interfaces presented in [27].
Finally, 3) through qualitative analysis of questionnaire re-
sponses and interviews we contribute a deeper understanding
of people’s responses towards autonomous interfaces.
RELATED WORK
The concept of autonomy has been evoked within a large va-
riety of interactive objects. In this section we illustrate this
diversity by providing examples and also discuss how helium
balloons have previously been used as interfaces.
As access to cheap electronics, tools and knowledge is in-
creasingly available and affordable, through maker spaces
and websites containing DIY-instructions, people are explor-
ing various new interfaces. Therefore many examples of au-
tonomous interfaces come from the maker community, which
consists of enthusiastic creatives, programmers and engi-
neers. For example, Plotclock [31] is a small mechanical arm,
which draws the current time on a white board every minute.
Once a time is written, it grasps for a wiper and erases ev-
erything. Arguably, the strength of this whimsical device is
its mechanical working; its embodiment is making it a physi-
cal agent and therefore more engaging to people than for ex-
ample a digital animation [21]. Ollie is a blimp-based au-
tonomous and ambient robot [28], which flies around and re-
acts to sound by flapping its wings. Random behaviours make
its actions difficult to interpret, and hence Ollie has been de-
scribed as ‘awkward’ but friendly and exciting.
Other devices include Little Robot Friends [24], which are
tiny robots and contain several trivial sensors reacting to the
environment by either sound or light output. They are also
able to transmit and receive infrared signals that enable them
to detect each other. Clocky [5] is an alarm clock with wheels,
which rolls away and ‘hides’ whenever the snooze button is
pressed. Roomba, the vacuum cleaning home robot, is partic-
ularly interesting as an example of the complex relationships
people maintain with technology and how emotional attach-
ments to devices can develop amongst owners over time [36].
All of these devices have in common that they present au-
tonomous functioning machines, which serve as interfaces to
digital content, but at the same time have the potential to es-
tablish their own social presence with a user. These examples
are highly popular and show that autonomous interfaces are
becoming more prevalent. Our aim herein, is to deepen un-
derstanding of the design factors influencing user perceptions
of these interfaces.
Research has also previously explored movement in inter-
faces as a means to communicate states or evoke behavioural
change [18, 16]. Even television [26] and automatic doors
[17] are attributed life-like characteristics by using interac-
tive motion. Helmes et al. [13] observed participants inter-
preting the functioning of autonomous machines as social be-
haviour. One of their three prototypes, a small camera in a
plain acrylic case moving on a string by a window, follows a
machine-learning algorithm to detect face shapes. Depending
on one of six recognized shapes, the device lights an LED.
Remarkable in their evaluation was the response of one of
the participants: he perceived the persistence of the color as
the device recognizing him when he came home, and greet-
ing him. AniThings [39] is a design concept consisting of a
bunch of small, plain devices, which have access to personal
data from a user. Depending on the context, they replay mu-
sic or suggest content for the user. The devices are proactive
and aim to serve as small companions to spark creativity.
While research is aware of the attribution of intention in ob-
jects, there is still a lot to explore about how these interfaces
could be designed to spark certain emotions, preferences or
behaviours in users. Interesting in this area is understanding
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which factors lead to which perceptions in people and what is
therefore important during design and development.
Helium balloons have been used for a wide variety of appli-
cations; in most instances for advertisement, but also in art
and to support telepresence. Paulos et al. [30] created ‘space
browsers’, blimps that can be controlled remotely via a Java
applet in a browser. The blimps contain a video camera, a mi-
crophone and a speaker to allow wireless Internet-based com-
munication, between the remote pilot and people close to the
blimp. Equally, Floating Avatars [38] incorporated projection
into a blimp-based telepresence system, and Yoshimoto et al.
[41] used interactive blimps in performance art.
These projects, however, focus on the possibilities of remote
control of the blimps in different applications, rather than
their design and users’ impressions of their behaviours.
DESIGN FOR AUTONOMY: DIRI
In very simple terms, a tangible autonomous interface might
be described as a device that demonstrates independence to
some degree. If the interaction purely consists of a device re-
acting to a user’s input (a device fully dependent on the user
- which would present a typical interface), the interface lacks
intention, its own behaviour and therefore autonomy [39]. On
the other hand, when the device is not reactive to the environ-
ment at all, fully independent of interaction, it is not ‘in the
world’; the mindless repetition of the task extracts all interac-
tion possibilities [37]. Proactiveness has also been suggested
as one property that supports autonomous behaviour [23]; if
devices for example suggest content or direct interaction they
shift from being purely reactive to devices which seemingly
have interests and a motivation [39].
Another major factor of autonomous behaviour is predictabil-
ity. Perceptions of autonomy arguably rise and fall with
how well a user can predict a system’s potential functioning.
When people understand the inner workings of a system (the
behaviour) and it is therefore fully predictable, there is no
room for the user to wonder and make their own interpreta-
tions. In this case the behaviour is functioning and transpar-
ent, it follows a set procedure without an ‘inner life’. Ambi-
guity in the system’s behaviour can bring surprise through un-
expected actions and therefore engage the user to make sense
of the system for themselves [8]. In this situation behaviour
is not comprehensible and repetitive and therefore invites the
user to assign their own meaning to the actions that the inter-
face presents. In return, ambiguity in the appearance might
frustrate the user, it is not immediately clear how to use the
device. Therefore it might be better to rely on functional de-
sign, which won’t mislead the user [6].
Nowacka and Kirk [27] present a framework (illustrated in
Figure 2), which outlines some key concepts further eluci-
dating these various issues underpinning perceptions of au-
tonomous behaviour. These set out to guide the design and
development of autonomous behaviours in interactive sys-
tems. Ultimately, the aim is to understand how to design au-
tonomous interfaces which invite social responses, but also
may lead to behaviour change, frequent use and motivate
people to form a relationship with the autonomous interface.
Autonomy
Appearance Behaviour
Bio Metaphor Capabilities Ambiguity Complexity
Figure 2. The framework for Tangible Autonomous Interfaces [27].
The framework consists of four dimensions, which help in
the construction of perceptions of autonomy. We wish to re-
visit this framework in the following section and try to relate
our design of flying actuated interfaces to the framework’s
dimensions. Four concepts are presented: Bio-Metaphor: a
dimension which maps the outer appearance on a scale from
anthropomorphic / natural to mechanical / technical; Capa-
bilities: which refers to the number of actuated and sensing
components prototypes contain; Ambiguity: which describes
the transparency of the behaviour presented; and Complexity:
referring to the sophistication of the device’s behaviour.
Bio Metaphor
The appearance of an interface plays an important role for
first impressions and also during interaction [36]. Although
the behaviour can be as important as or even more important
than the visual nature of an interface [1], zoomorphic or hu-
manoid appearance can lead to false expectations and frustra-
tion [40]. Life-like interfaces can persuade people into think-
ing that they possess certain skills, like being able to speak
or navigate autonomously, when in fact they are unable to do
so. This leads to a decrease in believability and also to con-
fusion and disappointment during interaction [17]. This dan-
ger is much less for objects of mechanical appearance. When
something looks like a zeppelin, it is likely that it behaves like
one. Therefore the aim for Diri was to create a minimalistic
and mechanical-like appearance - one which is as functional
as possible. To better distinguish the prototypes, they were
given two colours: silver (Diri #1) and gold (Diri #2).
Capabilities
Equipping an interface with an increased number of input and
output modalities extends the range of possible autonomous
actions. Because we aimed to deploy Diri in indoor environ-
ments such as an office, we did not want to exceed a size of
150cm in diameter. Such constraints in size lead to a practical
restriction in the weight that a helium balloon can carry. This
further sets a limit on the number and kinds of components
we could attach to the balloon. We aimed to create a flying
balloon, which documents the space. This requires actuation
of the balloon, some level of sensing and the capabilities to
process those sensing signals to react to the environment. To
remain stable in flight we need sensors that capture movement
and rotation. We wanted the balloon to be able to displace it-
self to avoid obstacles; this requires proximity sensors around
the balloon and multi-directional motors with propellers. Fi-
nally a controller is needed to enable autonomous behaviour.
Ambiguity
The right amount of ambiguity in the behaviour of an inter-
face can change it from being predictable and functional to
intentional and life-like. Ambiguity can be added to a de-
vice through various means. For example, by performing a
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random movement at times [13], through displaying visuali-
sations and pictures [33] or changing the shape of the inter-
face [12]. Random movements (to an extent) lead to surprise,
the user wonders why this movement occurred and tries to
figure out the intention. Our aim was furthermore that the
balloons reach different areas in the room and would not just
hover over the same location. Therefore the balloons execute
random movements every 60-120 seconds. With the silver
balloon we aimed to populate the rather extreme points in the
spaces of the framework, we chose to make it fully ambiguous
(which results in completely random behaviour). The golden
balloon periodically moves in a straight line. The aim was to
let it actively ‘explore’ the room instead of getting stuck in
corners or just randomly drifting around.
Complexity
As already mentioned we aimed to compare devices of dif-
ferent sophistication and therefore the prototypes differed in
complexity. Due to the additional capabilities Diri #2 was
able to avoid obstacles, i.e. walls and maintain its height
by tracking the distance to the ceiling. The sensors also
supported stabilizing the movement of the balloon once it
was instructed to move forwards. We implemented a face-
recognition algorithm for the low-res video stream from Diri
#2, which initiates the taking of a high-res picture. Diri #1
is much less sophisticated as it randomly moves forwards,
turns left or right or flies upwards. Turning results in spinning
around its own centre. It also takes a picture every minute on
a fixed schedule. Both streams can be stored or displayed
immediately on screens and uploaded to a server.
TECHNICAL DETAILS
The following section illustrates the construction and pro-
gramming of our prototype. Step-by-step instructions on how
to create a Diri and a discussion of challenges when working
with helium balloons can be found on Instructables [14].
There are several reasons why flying interfaces might be use-
ful. Due to their location and sphere of operation, they don’t
face the same problems as wheeled or walking actuated inter-
faces. They don’t have to avoid furniture like tables and chairs
and are less likely to obstruct people as they can fully embrace
3D space by operating at varying heights. Due to their poten-
tial vantage point, they also have a good overview of their lo-
cation and are therefore quite suitable for documenting events
and places. Quadcopters have become quite popular recently,
and we have seen various examples of how they can be used
in interactive ways [2, 22].
However, there are reasons why, in a domestic environment,
they may not be the optimum solution for a flying interface.
For example, most quadcopters consume significant energy
and therefore have a short battery life, and when their battery
life ends they fall out of the sky, which has obvious safety im-
plications. Helium balloons, alternatively, don’t consume any
energy to keep themselves in the air. As a consequence the
battery needed to steer the balloon lasts up to 2 hours, rather
than just 10-15 minutes. Helium balloons are also quite safe,
non-flammable and pose no danger of dropping on people if
Figure 3. Casing for the electronics of Diri #2 (Diri#1 in the back), two
ultrasonic sensors are placed on the front right and front left (white
wires) and one on the top of the balloon (blue wires).
they run out of battery. Pragmatically, the worst-case sce-
nario is if they escape, whereupon it can become problematic
recapturing them if they move to certain heights.
Hardware
Diri #1 has a diameter of 110cm x 50cm, whereas Diri #2 is
larger with 142cm x 80cm, to carry more components. Diri
#2 can carry about 300g. This is just about enough to carry
an Arduino pro mini, a GoPro Hero3+ camera, three ultra-
sonic sensors, a gyroscope, an accelerometer, three motors
with props and a battery. Diri #1 is not able to lift more than
approximately 160g, sufficient for the core components (cam-
era, motors, microcontroller and battery), but required us to
remove the battery of the GoPro and power it from the exter-
nal battery over the USB connector. The ultra-sonic sensors
of Diri #2 are placed one on top of the balloon and two at
the front pointing left and right. The gyroscope tracks orien-
tation to supports the forward movement by counter steering
with the motors, allowing a more stable path.
Software
The implementation of Diri #1 is simple. Every now and
then, it randomly moves straight, turns left or right or moves
upwards. Diri #2 interprets the readings from the ultrasonic
sensor, and accordingly either moves up or down to keep its
height constant (depending on the height of the room, we
chose around 80cm from the ceiling), or turning away if an
obstacle is detected. Once the obstacle is passed, the oppo-
site motor counter steers to prohibit further spinning and keep
the orientation stable. If both sensors detect an obstacle the
balloon flies backwards. Finally, when there hasn’t been any
movement for a while, the balloon flies straight ahead for two
seconds. Independent of these processes the camera of each
balloon wirelessly streams snapshots to a computer. Diri #1
takes a picture each minute that is downloaded onto the com-
puter. Diri #2 transmits a video stream, which is analysed on
the computer using C++ and OpenCV, a Computer Vision Li-
brary [29]. If a face is detected, a picture in higher quality is
taken and then uploaded.
EVALUATION METHOD
Our broad interest is in exploring how tangible autonomous
interfaces might co-exist and operate autonomously in human
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living/working environments. Accordingly we set up two
quasi-naturalistic studies, in which users were asked to per-
form brainstorming and sketching activities. During these ac-
tivities they encountered Diri #1 and #2 for extended periods
both directly and indirectly. Our first study probed user re-
sponse during peripheral interaction (where the balloons op-
erated autonomously to the users, as we felt this was a likely
mode of future operation) and in our second trial, users di-
rectly interacted with the balloons to simulate more focused
periods of interaction. We were curious if this direct inter-
action prompted a change in people’s perceptions of the bal-
loons. As we wished to develop an experiential understand-
ing of users’ perceptions and users’ reactions to autonomous
behaviour in interfaces, and were adopting a broad research
through design approach [20], we chose a qualitative data
evaluation strategy. In the following we explain our proce-
dure and data collection methods.
Procedure
Both trials consisted of two parts, an ideation task and a
questionnaire, during all of which the balloons flew around
the room taking pictures. The task itself involved rounds of
sketching and discussion, and represents relatively everyday
design-focused activity in our lab, and was therefore an un-
remarkable activity for our participants. For this, we used
‘Ideation Decks’ [10], a creative method for exploring design
problems using pre-designed cards to inspire design sketches.
Trial one consisted of three separate workshops, each with
4 people and lasting about an hour (n=12, 6F and 6M, aged
17-35). The presence of the balloons was explained to partic-
ipants as being for the purposes of documenting the sessions.
The differences between the balloons were not explained to
the participants. Although the balloons were not an integral
part of the workshop, participants were aware of, and had ac-
cess to, the balloon-captured pictures via two large displays,
which were positioned in the room (see Fig. 4).
Trial two consisted of two further workshops with 5 and 6
participants respectively (n=11, 3F and 8M, aged 21-37) with
a focus on more direct interaction with the balloons. This
trial used the same creative task, however in each work-
shop the participants were further split into two sub-groups,
each group was given a laptop, which received streamed pic-
tures from one assigned balloon (Diri #1 or #2, time or face-
triggered photo capture) and they were instructed to create
ideas together in sub-groups. Each group was required to
capture/document their creative output (design sketches) us-
ing their assigned balloon, either Diri #1 or #2. To achieve
this, the participants could move around the room to pose for
the balloons or displace them physically by grabbing a bal-
loon by the case or the balloon itself and move it at will. To
be able to fulfill the task we explained to the participants that
- for the golden balloon - a picture is triggered when a face
is detected, the silver one took pictures randomly. However,
we did not mention further differences such as the ultrasonic
sensing. Participants were asked to document their work by
creating four pictures: i) a group picture, ii) a picture of their
set of ideation cards iii) a picture of their sketches and iv) a
picture of them working in the group. After 30 minutes the
groups swapped balloons and did another round of the task.
Participants had different backgrounds (arts and sciences) but
were mostly researchers and PhD students from our lab. The
ideation task during the workshops allowed the participants to
have enough time to observe the balloons and their behaviour.
We invited a subset (n=10) of the participants (randomly cho-
sen over both trials) to a follow-up 15-20 minute open-ended
interview. The one-on-one interviews gave us the opportunity
to ask participants for more detail about their answers so as
to deepen our understanding of their opinions.
DATA COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS
To collect the participants’ perceptions of the prototypes and
to create a starting point for discussion we asked them to fill
out a questionnaire at the end of both trials. The questions
posed to participants were as follows:
1. How complex do you think the balloons are in comparison
to each other? Do you think the balloons differ in complexity?
In what way?
2. Does the balloon remind you of something?
3. What were the balloons doing? How would you describe
what they did?
4. Which one did you like better and why?
5. What would you feel about having an object like that in
your environment (at home, in the office)?
The first question aimed to explore how people apprehend
the behaviour of the balloons and how they perceive the dif-
ferences in their behaviour. The second question focused on
the appearance of the prototypes. We wished to find out if the
participants perceived the prototype as functional in appear-
ance (which was our intended goal) or if they saw anthropo-
morphic traits in it. With the third question we were explor-
ing whether participants would use social language or sug-
gest motivations and intentional states in the balloons. The
fourth question attempted to find out about the preference of
the participants and which design decisions they were basing
this upon. Finally, with the last question, we intended to sam-
ple the general opinion people have about the prototype and
whether they could imagine this prototype as a product in the
home, again to look for signs of how aspects of autonomy
might influence their broader perceptions of the technology.
Figure 4. A picture which was taken by Diri #2 during the workshop.
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To investigate the results from both the questionnaire (all par-
ticipants) and the interviews (subset of participants) we used
an inductive thematic analysis. Written answers were tran-
scribed and overarching concepts/themes for each statement
were distilled. Responses were then clustered into overarch-
ing themes, which are discussed below. All quotes are from
the questionnaire; interview responses, which provide a more
in-depth insight, are mentioned as such.
RESULTS
The results for both trials, the peripheral observation (first)
trial (P1-P12) and the direct interaction (second) trial (P13-
P23), are presented seperately below and coded into high-
level themes. A comparison, deeper analysis and interpreta-
tion follows in the section ‘Summary and Discussion’.
To shortly recap the difference between Diri #1, the silver
balloon, and Diri #2, the golden balloon: Diri #1 movements
are random, it moves up or down, turns left or right at various
moments. Diri #2 keeps a constant height and avoids obsta-
cles. Furthermore Diri #2 only transmits pictures that contain
faces, Diri #1 takes a picture every minute.
In both trials participants were very engaged by the presence
of the balloons. Most participants stated that the balloons left
a strong impression, they were very present in the room and it
was hard not to observe them. Interestingly, directly interact-
ing with the prototypes (as opposed to ‘passive’ observation)
did not appear to change participants’ perceptions of the pro-
totypes as social entities. However, the nature of the two trial
tasks meant, during direct interaction, participants might have
been more aware of the balloons’ differing sophistications.
Trial One - Peripheral Interaction
Overall, there were three broad themes: Mechanistic and
Animalistic Associations (responses to the general look and
design of the prototype); Sense of being watched by some-
thing (participants’ surveillance concerns) and finally, Assum-
ing advanced behaviours (perceptions of the actions and the
functioning of the prototypes).
Mechanistic and Animalistic Associations
Several of our participants made relatively straight-forward
associations such as “hot-air balloons” or “zeppelins” both
balloons were perceived as plain and as futuristic due to
their metallic colour. A lot of associations however, revolved
around Sci-Fi, space-ships and extraterrestrial beings.
“They seem quite ‘space-age’ in terms of the metallic nature.” (P2)
“Erm...UFO? Spaceship?” (P4)
Although the design of the balloons was aimed to be as func-
tional as possible with no explicit attempt at zoomorphism,
participants still saw a resemblance to living beings: “Jelly-
fish.” (P5), ”A clumsy child.” (P6)
“Reminds me of a Bluebottle fly, because of the noise & direction-
lessness. I was expecting them to try and get out the window.” (P11)
We were curious about the association with Jellyfish (P5) and
asked the participant to further explain this at interview. The
participant remarked that for her it seemed like the balloons
were “just not flying and then sitting there, they are occupy-
ing a space, like in water you can occupy, but air, not many
species can occupy that space” (P5). We subsequently found
out that she had previously created art installations revolving
around jellyfish, hence her association.
Sense of being watched
One questionnaire item asked if the participants could imag-
ine such a device in their close environment. Most people
were self-conscious about the camera and its implications for
privacy. They answered that they wouldn’t feel very comfort-
able being monitored.
“Might be annoying as it took photos without permission.” (P3)
“I would feel like I had no privacy as the cameras would constantly
be watching what I was doing.” (P1)
Participants stated that a difference to other surveillance sys-
tems is the high visibility of the balloon. Due to its size and
also due to the noise the motors produce, people are always
fully aware of the balloon, its location and orientation and
therefore the camera cannot be hidden. Some participants
stated that they were aware of the balloon ‘looking’ at them:
“I feel constantly observed by the balloon - it is looking at me all
the time!” (P3)
“The gold balloon took a long hard look at me whilst I answered this
question.” (P7)
After asking him again about his statement at interview he
explained his previous answer as: “a camera is kind of like
an eye ... So when the camera is kind of staring at you ...
I was thinking about this question, I sort of referred to it in
that way”. Again the use of terms such as ‘it’ and ‘watching’
(rather than captured) and certainly the articulations around
the devices ‘looking’ at the participants, arguably suggest a
notion of the devices being entities with intentions rather than
say passive devices. The natural association between cameras
and eyes (exacerbated by the placing of the camera within
the frame of the blimps) seems to have furthered this sensory
impression that the devices were alive and had some kind of
internal state in an animalistic way.
In an interview we tried to imagine the differences of having
Diri at home in comparison to a normal surveillance camera.
One participant stated, that this would constitute a very dif-
ferent feeling for her:
“I think you would have some sort of more of a relationship with the
balloon in a way. Like you build up some kind of idea about the little
pet kind of watching you. A normal camera? I’d turn it off.” (P5)
This final comment underlines the extent to which a be-
havioural manipulation which involved mobility, when com-
bined with some perceptual sensory quality (the device is
‘looking at me’) creates an artefact with which participants
felt more inclined to form a ‘relationship’.
Assuming advanced behaviours
Some of the answers we received suggest that participants
were imputing a mental life and mental capabilities to the
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balloons from observing their behaviour and ascribed char-
acteristics:
“The gold one is oppressive.” (P6)
“The silver one appears to be more agile.” (P10)
“The silver one seemed ‘clumsier’.” (P9)
To evaluate which design decisions led to which preference
between the balloons we asked the participants to write down
which they preferred and why. Surprisingly, although most
participants expressed that the balloons do not differ very
much, in the first trial they preferred Diri #1.
Reflecting on our design decisions around behavioural char-
acteristics we were surprised that the majority of the par-
ticipants did not realize there was a difference in behaviour
between the balloons. Both of the balloons were perceived
as very similar. The participants had different reasons for
that. People found Diri #1 ‘braver’ and ‘more active’, fly-
ing quickly across the room, and therefore more interesting.
Because of its smaller size it was indeed able to move faster
and due to the implementation it would quickly spin around
its centre every now and then. Some people noticed that Diri
#2 didn’t “get stuck that much” (P1). Four out of the twelve
participants from the first trial did see a slight difference in
behaviour though and explained this correctly with the pres-
ence of more components. They also found the smaller bal-
loon was worse at navigating compared to the other balloon
as it did not avoid any obstacles:
“The yellow one appears to move more and explore more, but it may
be just an impression...” (P12)
“Silver one spins a lot, maybe it can’t navigate so well.” (P6)
Since Diri #1 does not have any awareness of the other bal-
loon or the environment it would bump into Diri #2 from
time to time. One participant stated that he perceived Diri
#2 as “bullying” Diri #1. Participants would also remark
that they saw the balloons “fighting” each other. During the
sessions where colliding was rather rare, participants stated:
“sometimes they fight; don’t play with each other that much”
(P6). These things indicate that some participants perceived
the balloons as somehow pet-like, randomly moving, some-
times being reactive to the environment and sometimes not.
“There is something nice about the idea of them floating around like
little companions.” (P2)
Further to this, two participants, who coincidentally each
come from a family with a lot of brothers and sisters, de-
scribed the relationship between the two balloons being like
siblings, for example P5 suggests:
“They seem to have a sibling relationship - they even fight! They’re
also quite child like.” (P5)
In the interview P5 further explained: “They look the same,
they are of the same species...it wasn’t aggressive between
them, it was familiar in a way”. Of particular interest here
is the way our participants were using their experiences of
social relationships to frame the relationships between the
balloons. They were using a socialised understanding of the
world to interpret otherwise mechanistic behaviours.
As Diri #2 constantly aimed to keep height despite the vary-
ing airflow in the room the motors would turn on very fre-
quently. This consistently created a fan-like sound, perceived
as very noisy (P2, P6, P8, P10, P11) and at times annoying.
For one participant this was curiously framed as some kind
of attention-seeking characteristic, which, she stated in the
interview, is very common for children:
“The movement is quite gentle, but the noise gives them much more
presence, and it’s like having a child in the room that needs a bit of
attention every so often.” (P5)
There were more quotes suggesting that - to the participants -
the balloons have intentions and an internal representation of
the world - even if it is a very weak one:
“They don’t know where they are” (P11)
“They seemed to be more interested in features of the room (partic-
ularly the walls) than on people.” (P12)
Trial Two - Direct Interaction
In our second trial a lot of similar issues appeared, for exam-
ple participants expressed very similar feelings about being
watched, the direct interaction didn’t seem to change surveil-
lance concerns in the participants. Enabling direct interac-
tion raised a few new points of discussion though. We focus
here on the recurring themes which are of interest and new
themes. The themes in this section are therefore Mechanis-
tic and Animalistic Associations, It was just a balloon (per-
ceptions of technology), Responsibilities (of the autonomous
actions), Playfulness and finally Embodied Intelligence (how
people imputed intelligence from observed behaviour).
Mechanistic and Animalistic Associations
Akin to the first trial, we received recurring associations like
“UFOs” and “Sci-Fi” (P13, P20, P22), but also a lot of links
to animals. People again perceived the balloons like a “pet”
(P13, P15), “like a machine ‘social butterfly’” (P16). One
participant stated that:
“Gold definitely seemed like it was better at its job, but I felt silver
was the one I liked better because I felt sorry for it, like the runt of
the litter.” (P15)
Although this participant was more content with the golden
balloon, she sympathised with the silver balloon in the end
- to her the fact that the silver balloon seemed more uncon-
trolled and “needed help” changed her preference.
Another participant (P13) answered in the questionnaire that
the balloons are “tortoise-like”. When asked about it in the
interview he further explained that he had hermit crabs when
he was younger and felt a strong parallel:
“They sort of reminded me a little bit of the things that I liked about
the hermit crabs. ’Cause they kind of, they have their own, it’s like
they have their own agenda, like they are doing something but they
do it very slowly. So you can’t really work out what it is what they
are trying to do. So you know like tortoises, which sort of just decide
that it’s time to go somewhere else.” (P13)
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“I think just because they are moving, that is a part of it obviously,
and I think they have one eye. Anything that moves and has got an
eye, is kind of halfway to being alive really, isn’t it.” (P13)
Clearly, his positive memories of past pets lead to sympathy
towards the prototypes and reminded him of his pets.
It was just a balloon
Three of our participants avoided any social language and
indicated that they saw these devices merely as technology,
which fulfilled some limited functionality:
“They were just there and doing their kind of thing. I didn’t think it
had a personality or something, it was just a balloon.” (P19)
One participant showed interest in the balloons, but explained
in the interview that he did not feel any empathy towards it:
“I didn’t feel the need to take care of it. I thought that if it bumps
somewhere it is its problems and to deal with it. And it was more
interesting to see how it deals with it and do not rescue it or some-
thing.” (P23)
It seems to be an approach to technology in general, which
seems to guide perception here. The participant explained
further that, for him, it is similar to other things that exist
around us and that we need to be careful of ourselves, like for
example automatic elevator doors:
“They close themselves and if you decide to jump in when they are
closing it is your decision and you want to risk to be stuck in or hit
you, just don’t do it. So I think it is the same with other objects and
the balloons are similar.” (P23)
Responsibility
During the second trial one participant touched the propeller
and slightly hurt her finger. We found that situation interest-
ing and discussed it in the interviews. We asked our partic-
ipants, if an autonomous device hurts someone, who is re-
sponsible for that?
“The person who deployed it, so I think it would be you in that situa-
tion in that particular context, it would be the person who was using
that piece of equipment, if you want to reduce it to that.” (P20)
“I don’t know, I’m kind of always have the opinion that if things are
really obvious hazard, that you don’t have to be around, then it’s
kind of a little bit your fault.” (P13)
Despite the perceived autonomy, and in many cases personal-
ity, of the balloons, participants abdicated the balloon of any
responsibility for its actions. Though autonomous, it was still
viewed as man-made and a “piece of equipment” (P20), with
responsibility attributed to a user who was not careful enough,
or whoever created and deployed the device without ensuring
it was safe to use. We feel that this question is a potentially
interesting litmus test for future explorations of autonomy.
Playfulness
Although not an original design intention, participants com-
monly perceived Diri as playful:
“I mean flying objects are just fascinating generally, I think that the
interaction with, especially the face tracking one, where there is this
little flying thing and you want it to photograph you have to stand
in front of it and you have to look it in the eye that’s really unusual,
like I’ve not tried to do that with anything other, I’ve never tried to
interact with something flying like that.” (P13)
“So it did move and it, we had to get out of the way but it was also
the idea that it had facial recognition, which was just fun.” (P19)
“Honestly, it seemed like they were being playful.” (P15)
One person who was in particular engaged and interacted
with the balloons explained his excitement:
“I commented that felt almost playful, certainly the golden one that
came down and came very close to you, it did feel a bit like a puppy
or something playing with you or something like that, there was a
playful element to it.” (P20)
“I’ve got children of my own and they’re obsessed with balloons and
whenever they see a balloon they are very excited by it. So it brought
back some of the childhood memories.” (P20)
This indicates again how strongly personal experience and
interests guide perception. Thinking about the good times
P20 had with his kids and playing with balloons, that was
almost the only thing he associated with the prototypes and
this inspired his feelings of joy during the workshop.
Embodied Intelligence
Similar to the first trial, participants were attributing mental
capabilities (like knowledge) to the balloons from observing
their behaviour:
“I enjoyed more the one that knew where it was going.” (P21)
Actions were made sense of by ascribing a motivation and
events were interpreted as intentional actions, e.g. when bal-
loons would approach the participants:
“Sometimes they seemed to sneak up.” (P13)
“They demanded attention.” (P16)
Particularly intriguing was the way in which participants were
projecting life-like qualities onto the devices through their ac-
tions:
“I felt that the golden one was friendlier, it did more what it was
meant to be doing. It was better behaved. Whereas the silver one
was floating around and maybe not behaving as much.” (P18)
“One of them was quite aloof and sitting back and watching and the
other one was coming towards us more.” (P20)
Due to the different ways by which pictures are initialized for
each balloon in the second trial, the difference in behaviour
was clearly more apparent for all participants. In general, Diri
#2 was much more appreciated because it was easier to con-
trol in the participant’s eyes, especially for the task to provide
certain pictures. Interestingly though, half of the participants
in the second trial also stated that apart from that, they thought
both balloons were the same. Again most of the participants
found Diri #2 to be noisier (P13, P17, P20, P23). In addition
we noticed in the second trial that participants who were shy,
introverted personalities did not engage with the balloons as
much as extrovert, outgoing people and this was independent
of any technical background that they may have had.
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SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
Below we present lessons learned for autonomous interface
design. Following on this we re-evaluate the framework [27],
reflecting on how our results supported it but also suggesting
how it might be productively modified.
Interfaces As Social Actors
People will be willing to accept autonomous interfaces, similar
to a pet, in their environment
People’s tendency to perceive technology with an intentional
character - especially when it shows indications of autonomy
- is pervasive and frequently observable. Humans have a nat-
ural desire to reason about behaviour as it is of evolutionary
advantage to make rapid categorical distinctions, for example
predator / prey / inanimate object [34]. As we noted in our
workshops, this accounts for ‘passive’ observations, where
users and the balloons are just present together in the room,
as well as for direct interaction. We saw a number of situa-
tions where our participants tried to make sense of a proto-
types’ behaviour by explaining it in reference to social acts -
change of orientation means shifting interest, colliding means
fighting. Particularly in the first trial, where there was more
opportunity for the balloons to interact with one another, par-
ticipants were more likely to ascribe socialized understand-
ings to the balloons’ behaviours. Perceptions of autonomy
are potentially further underpinned by seeing how the devices
interact with one another rather than the user.
Interestingly, and further to our discussion of imputing life-
like qualities in to our mechanical objects are the strong as-
sociations to animals that our participants made, and espe-
cially to pets. This supports related work; seeing a similarity
between certain technologies and animals is quite common
[13, 36, 18]. We assume that these associations arise because
autonomous interfaces share characteristics with pets: they
co-habit space with us; we try to make sense of their am-
biguous behaviour; they are partly reactive; we can’t commu-
nicate with them very well (we can’t talk with them); they
sometimes need our assistance. We observed that as soon as
the device is autonomous, people did not see the camera as
a mere camera anymore, it becomes eye-like and something
through which an entity ‘sees’.
We also noted that people are more understanding when so-
cial technology makes mistakes because this resonates with
our human fallibility [4]. For example, some participants
were more forgiving of the silver balloon, the lack of navi-
gational skills earned sympathy. We can deduce, that people
might be willing to accept autonomous interfaces in their en-
vironment, like pets, presumably making similar allowances
for their otherwise non-deterministic behaviours [36].
Appropriating Autonomous Interfaces
It is futile to design for certain perceptions or social reactions
From our study it became clear that perceptions are strongly
coupled to individuals’ life experiences (lebenswelt). We re-
ceived a lot of differing opinions from our participants about
the balloons. In the same way that the same movie can give
rise to differing emotional responses in different people or the
same movement leads to different interpretations [19], people
respond differently to technology [25]. For example, two par-
ticipants, who each come from a family with a lot of broth-
ers and sisters, described the relationship between the two
balloons like that of a sibling relationship. One participant
recognized their past pets in the balloons. This represents a
strong indication that our own life experiences influence per-
ception strongly and can lead to projection of our own expe-
riences onto the interfaces [25].
Therefore it might not be possible to design to promote cer-
tain perceptions or social reactions, as this strongly relies on
the user’s life experience. Users naturally focus on the thing
that they are interested in. There seems to be a paradox of
autonomy. The more a designer aims to create autonomy, the
more room is left for users’ interpretations, leaving the de-
signer with less control. This underlines the importance of
a system staying open to users’ interpretations and the wide
range of possible meanings to be derived from a system’s
appearance and behaviour [35]. During the design process
of TAIs, when incorporating autonomy into interfaces, it is
therefore not advisable to rely on or design for rigid inter-
pretations. In our trials we experienced that even with rad-
ically different interpretations, an autonomous interface can
still be enjoyable and the interaction pleasant, as long as it is
engaging or reaches the desired goal (to change behaviour, at-
tract attention, support well-being etc.). Frequently designers
will struggle to foresee the associations that users will make.
Therefore they should embrace some ambiguity in their de-
sign, such that they can create something fitting for different
lives, or even something that users can fit into their lives them-
selves. We therefore underline the importance of openness in
designing TAIs.
Anthropomorphising Intelligence
Functionality is attributed to the object of interaction
Striking to us was how the participants saw the balloons as
self-contained entities and perceived that they - like any liv-
ing being - solve their tasks independently. For example,
apart from two participants who were familiar with face-
recognition algorithms, the participants assumed that Diri #2
performed the face recognition, although the pictures were
streamed and processed on a separate computer. This under-
lines that, at least a part of, the participants perceived technol-
ogy as one; no matter how distributed the technology might
be, for the participants the device is the one solving the tasks.
It’s a similar notion which exists with software agents like
Siri. Users assume that its their phone, although this system
consists of millions of shared processes, executed and trans-
mitted between a plethora of servers and devices.
Again, participants relate a system to what they know from
real life - entities, which can’t be invisibly controlled re-
motely or distributed. Dennett [7] suggests that when we
don’t know the physical details of the device, we treat it as
one of our fellow living beings. We can’t help it and try to
predict the actions of a device, driven by possibly shallow
assumptions about its inner workings. The implication for
design is, that people tend to take things as a whole, even if
the processing is invisibly distributed between different tech-
nological artefacts. Data analysis can be outsourced, the user
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will still attribute the functionality to the autonomous inter-
face with which they are interacting.
Exploring different Sophistications
Similarity in appearance can obscure difference in behaviour
Perceived differences between the two implemented be-
haviours were less apparent for participants than we initially
anticipated. In evaluation we conclude, it is challenging to
implement different characters and sophistications amongst
devices with highly similar interfaces. One thing to keep in
mind when designing with autonomy is that, under certain
conditions, humans strongly impute intelligence and might
ascribe qualities to objects that these in fact can’t offer [37].
Our participants demonstrated this notion of imputing intelli-
gence into our devices. Although Diri #1 was arguably less
intelligent (because it contained less complex sensing capa-
bilities), people still seemed to project intelligence onto the
device, despite actually lacking abilities, as it was highly sim-
ilar in appearance to Diri #2. To our knowledge this is the
first attempt to compare two autonomous interfaces that show
such similarity in appearance, but possess different levels of
internal sophistication and therefore behaviour. We suggest
this as a challenge for designing with autonomy: differences
in behaviour in devices, highly similar in appearance, can be
too subtle and hard for users to spot, because people will look
for socialized explanations of differences in the behaviours.
Helmes et al. [13] attempted to compare different levels of
sophistication, through three visually distinct autonomous de-
vices. The observed participants showed higher engagement
and interest in the most sophisticated rudiment. In contrast
to rudiments 1 and 2, which followed very simple rules, rudi-
ment 3 clearly changed its behaviour over the course of the
deployment. It learned to ‘identify’ faces but remained to an
extent ambiguous. Not only was it reactive to the presence of
individuals, it also actively adapted to the users and the envi-
ronment. Both our devices followed pre-programmed rules,
resulting in being reactive to the environment and at times
acting randomly, but otherwise showing persistent behaviour
over time. We believe that an adaptation over time, as an
observable change in behaviour, makes users more likely to
ascribe an additional level of sophistication to a device.
Revisiting the TAI-Framework
Through the process of designing our TAIs we found the
framework presented in [27] to be very helpful. It aided us
in identifying design ‘ingredients’ to achieve autonomy. As
suggested by the framework we have received various social
responses from our participants that relate to the appearance
of Diri and the ambiguity in their behaviour. However, based
on the experience gathered in this project we propose to ad-
just some aspects of the framework.
Firstly, even though it has been suggested [27] that the dimen-
sions in the framework are interlinked, we found it difficult to
tease apart individual effects that each aspect has on perceived
autonomy. For example, we found that many users do not no-
tice a difference in behaviour if two interfaces have very sim-
ilar appearances. Therefore, putting interfaces on different
points of a scale in the framework does not necessarily lead to
Figure 5. The modified framework for Autonomy in Interfaces.
a stronger perception of autonomy. Instead, our results sug-
gest that personal experience has the most significant effect
on the perception of Diri, and hence also the largest effect on
the social response. Although this is an important argument
to be made, it, however, does not weaken the framework as a
design reference for autonomous interfaces. The scales in the
framework should therefore not be seen as distinct, indepen-
dent attributes, but should instead be viewed as interlinked
measures that create a merged constellation of autonomy.
Secondly, we found no indication that users make a distinc-
tion between the Capabilities of an interface and its internal
Complexity as suggested by the framework. Although the au-
thors of [27] acknowledge that these two scales are heavily
related, from our experience, i.e. during the development but
also during evaluation, they could be taken together and seen
as one. It may be more helpful to view increased Complex-
ity to be a consequence of increased Capabilities, instead of
two related scales. We would unite these two, and use only
the term Capabilities to describe the system’s sophistication
of software and hardware. We therefore propose to restruc-
ture the framework as illustrated in Figure 5. Bio-Metaphor
still significantly impacts on appearance, and Ambiguity, as
before, is needed in the behaviour of an autonomous inter-
face. Capabilities now spans appearance and behaviour, and
all aspects reside on the same depth.
Thirdly, we also realised that the dimension Capabilities must
include the potential for inter-device communication, e.g.
TAIs capable of interacting with each other, as we felt that
this changed the users’ perception. If a device can visibly
interact with other devices, it has to be placed higher on the
scale than a device that does not comprise these capabilities.
CONCLUSION
In this paper we presented actuated helium balloons with an
aim to explore autonomous user interfaces. We described our
design process and hope to contribute to discussions of au-
tonomous interfaces in interaction design. Through our eval-
uation of participants’ responses to the balloons we recorded
a diversity of opinions, which we have used to develop further
understanding of users’ perceptions of autonomy. Our results
show that autonomous technology will be more acceptable to
users, in a similar way that they are towards pets. Since ev-
ery user brings his own life experience into the interaction,
it is futile to design to prompt certain social reactions. Our
participants ascribed all functionality to the object of interac-
tion, which opens interesting opportunities for design. And
finally, through our study setup we realized that it is difficult
for users to spot differences in behaviour of prototypes which
look alike. We used our findings to review the TAI framework
and presented a modified version. Consequently, we begin to
bridge the gap to understanding how to design to support per-
ceptions of autonomy at the interface.
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